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Introduction

Governance, the term means ‘all the processes 

of governing, organized and operated by the 

government, market and various types of 

formulation of the rules, order, principles; 

norms in the arena of the social practices.1 The 

conceptual world of modern political science 

and administrative study revolves round the 

policy of steering the economy and society aims 

at reaching the common welfare. The system of 

governance gained prominence in the recent 

time or 21st century but the intellectual trend of 

governance could be traced from the fourteenth 

century till the present time frame, the different 

issues enriching during the several phases of 
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the government and administrative theories or 

processes. The current governance literature 

denounces the elements of hierarchies in the 

“acts of governance” and with the rise of the 

multiple-network of actors invested with the 

pattern of horizontal interaction, incorporating 

the various institutions or organizations. 

Governance with its widely inclusive and 

contextual approach to political-administrative, 

economic and social behavioural pattern is 

often associated with the institutions rather 

than the structure of the organisations. Thus 

‘governing bereft of the hierarchical structure’ 

implies a ‘legitimate ruling’ sanctioned by the 

principles of transparency or accountability 

which underscores the need for referring to 
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‘democratic polity’, though not pertinent in every 

instances, there exists a directly proportional 

relation between democracy and e-governing.

Etymologically explaining democracy implies 

‘rule by the people, of the people and for the 

people,’ thereby harping upon the factor of 

legitimacy or accountability before the ruled 

rather governed, that in-turn champions 

the idea of governance more germane than 

government in general and also in case of 

India’s administration resulting into a citizen-

centric government or good governance.2 Such 

aforementioned equation or inter-relation has 

been already an established discourse, affecting 

the administrative theory and practice for a long 

time. The governance discourses developed over 

the years mainly in the context of an exploring 

rate of growth and development of new ICT’s 

resulting into enormous scope of governing and 

whole agenda of new ideas or notions came to 

feature the governance literatures i.e. “digital-

regime”, “e-governance” and “virtual democracy” 

etc. 

As a corollary the ‘e-governance’ became so 

much popular along both the normative and 

empirical continuum. The prime motive remains 

to re-organise the administrative structure and 

re-frame their roles towards people interests 

or concerns at large. While arguing from 

the citizens perspective, the internet or new 

information and communication technologies 

has enabled wide scope for participation in the 

management of resources and also provides 

numerous opportunities for expressing their 

views before the regime thereby making the 

latter responsive or accountable. Therefore what 

seems here imperative to identify and evaluate 

are: ‘e-governance engenders a stereotype 

of network governance, thereby affecting a 

paradigm shift in the governance discourse’. 

In order to analyse the mentioned hypothesis, 

following issues needs to be looked at and 

interpreted from within the parameters of the 

governance theory, as it exists:

context of democracy

for Indians in general

interaction among the triad-governance, 

citizen and ICT’s3

Notionally the concept of e-governing thrusts 

upon delivery of services to the society at 

large, also it implies the networking among the 

government-citizen and government-business.

E-administration refers to not only governing 

or managing rather affects the change in the 

role of the governed from dormant critiques 

to active thinkers with the potential to bring 

about transformation in the way of governance, 

several examples could be located across the 

global landscape like that of The Arab Spring.4 

‘’empowered citizenry’ which in-turn rationalises 

a novel wave of socialising along the platform of 

the new social media.5 

Though in this paper the main focus would be 

centred upon India’s act of governance, yet a 

comprehensive understanding of this trilateral 

inter-relationship can be inferred from the 

analysis of the both-way communicative 

interaction between or among the “stakeholders” 

involved in the management of any country’s 

administration, polity, economy and society. 

An evaluation of this pattern of government-

governed interaction will be attempted through 

the governance theory and its framework taking 

Indian experience with ‘digital governance’ into 

consideration. 

India…its governing and citizen: An overview

“Act of governance” in the context of India, 

epitomizes a ‘legitimate regime’ owing to its 

democratic principles and therefore implies 

‘active involvement of the citizens’ cherishing 

the concept and practise of ‘popular sovereignty’

which could be traced since its independence 

day. This already established truth in the 

recent time frame got much more strengthened 

information, communication technologies. In 

this context, it becomes an imperative to bring 
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in the discussion of e-governing or the infusion 

of the e-technologies into the governmental 

structure and the corresponding effect on 

the civil society or the citizen. To start with, 

this given hypothesis needs to be analysed 

while taking into consideration the meaning 

of e-governance as the institutions like World 

Bank and the UNESCO stated to imply the factors 

popular participation.6 Similarly these basic 

tenets feature the governing or regime process in 

India as well.

In this connection the persisting literatures 

generally undertake the issues of state-society 

networking platform, however the stress in 

this case has been on the “peaceful interaction” 

between the regime and the governed through the 

increasing inclusion of the latter in the ‘practise 

of management or governing’ the resources.

Accordingly the Indian Constitution has adapted 

the resolution for establishment of the mechanism 

of e-governance in the whole of the territory, 

in fact the central government have legislated 

a ‘National e-governance plan’.7 Besides, the 

different states in India also have undertaken 

various efforts at realising e-governing system or 

process through the policies or initiatives in order 

“act of governance” over the period of time for 

instance…In Andhra Pradesh e-government has 

been integrated within the civil society, SMART 

Cities proposal was formulated, Cyber India On-

line has launched a government channel8 and 

Digital India Weekly9 etc. 

Rationale of the study

In the context of generating the process of 

mechanisms, the underlined objective is to 

make available the e-delivery to the citizens 

and ensuring a decentralised implementation 

machinery for the internetworking between 

and among the units are being prioritised rather 

the traditional hierarchical administrative 

framework, with individuals as central 

stakeholders both as the recipient of and as 

participant in governance. Such intra-governing 

operandi’.10

E-governance and its civil societal implications

While deliberating over the implications of 

the mechanism of ‘digital administration, it 

seems pertinent to identify the most important 

referent object in this case “the citizen”, since be 

it the matter of the information availability,11 

enabling easy accessibility, ensuring greater 

interconnectivity and involving people in 

formulating the public opinion etc, the latter have 

developments. Further as regard to the forte 

of “proactive politics” or “participatory model” 

working across the multiple contexts, addressing 

the issues common to the civil society through 

the ‘new digital medium’, and thus providing 

the governing system with necessary feedback, 

like as the case with the recent ‘Digital India 

Initiative’ the policy has been adapted for ‘people 

empowerment to ensure good governance’.12 

Besides, the e-governance programs undertaken 

as part of the Digital India Mission incorporates 

e-Kranti, establishing Digital Locker, Collaborative 

Development Scheme, enabling Semt and Negp 

policy framework in order to enable the utility of 

the digital equipments or tools accessed by the 

netizens for both the individual and collective 

good. 

Thus ‘e-governance’ in general and under the 

‘Digital India’ in particular will make peoples’ 

living standard better on the socio-cultural 

front, which perhaps will improve the public 

image of the regime both inside and outside the 

country and account for increasing international 

connectivity as well, for example ‘U.S President, 

Barrack Obama’s visit to India and his statements 

highlighted the potential of ‘digital-interaction’ 

and the proliferating rate of the ‘Indian Diaspora’ 

in America, hence these developments blur 

the distinction between the national and 

international sphere. 

governance in the contemporary time and is 

a need of the hour, as the rapid proliferation 
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of the netizen over the years coupled with 

the importance of the social media as a new 

platform for “citizens’ activity” and “state-society 

interaction”; will lead to the future direction of 

governance or what can be considered as ‘self-

governing or autonomous governing’. However 

the analytical understanding recognizes 

the strategic importance of the concept of 

e-governance as a linkage between the good 

governance and the new ICT led political, socio-

economic and cultural ambience since even 

with the digitalisation process, be it ‘good or 

e-governance’, its relevance is contingent upon 

the set-up or infrastructure, as the operation of 

various e-government schemes in India depicts. 

Therefore the practise of governance though 

traditionally implies actions undertaken by the 

government, now came to mean the ‘management 

or organisation’ in socio-political, economic and 

cultural arenas, involving the diverse entities 

ranging from the ‘formal to the informal’, thereby 

politics13 but the regarding the way ahead, the 

change would be more in the functioning rather 

with the structure, consequently instead of a self 

or autonomous governance, the future course of 

governance will epitomise a “compendium of the 

network of actors”, characterised with horizontal 

rather vertical mode of inter-relation. 

A normative understanding would necessarily 

take into cognizance growing ‘Net’ penetration 

into the society and the corresponding increase 

in the number of ‘citizens’ online presence’,14 

entails the need for ‘transformation and not 

translation’. Consequently the democratic regime 

ought to respond with policies and projects; 

campaigns such as ‘Digital India’, e-Kranti etc 

along with building up essential capacities 

like SWANs, SDCs, CSCs and Electronic Service 

Delivery Gateway etc. 

A Pragmatic Estimation

Understanding such progressivity from the 

normative perspective implies ‘a revised 

governing-society mode of communication’ 

of the ‘structural sovereignty’ since the 

‘e-governance’ implies the incorporation of the 

people largely into the act of governing, resulting 

into the creation of an autonomous theatre 

of action beyond the prevalent or established 

structural arena. 

The objective working behind the e-governing 

scheme has been generating towards 

‘intermingling between the institutions and the 

people’, but the very existence and functioning 

of the government delimits the scope for self 

governing in every sphere, still there have been 

an emphasize on changing the way government 

functions and the e-governing schemes, upward 

scaling digital presence of citizens, growing 

usage of the ICT’s as a platform of netizen actions 

coupled with a transition from multilateral-to-

multitakeholder model of the “act of governing” 

in India. Such practical exercise of the governing 

would have serious affects on the existing 

‘governance paradigm’ as it challenges against 

the traditional mode of governing mechanism 

and posits a reformed notion of governance, 

while the debate over governance has moved 

beyond the merely posing critiques against the 

old-rigid structural governance and substituting 

with a more decentralised alternative rather 

with the surge in ICT’s, the impetus has been 

given upon a perpetual research for “a balanced 

prototype between the institutional ordering 

and the netizens quest for management of the 

governing order”, along the podium of the new 

social media. 

Hence ontologically the “e-governance” is an 

epitome of an end in-itself rather an archetype 

representing the ‘effects of the new ICT’s on 

the acts of governance’, primarily driven by 

the netizens and directing towards some kind 

of “an autonomous regime operation”, yet an 

epistemological questioning of this ‘hypothesized 

inter-connection between or among the 

Governance, ICT and Netizen’, boils down to 
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approach to manage the interaction among the 

multiple stake holders.
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